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Abstract

Radiation-hardened processors are designed to be resilient against
soft errors but such processors are slower than Commercial Off-
The-Shelf (COTS) processors as well significantly costlier. In
order to mitigate the high costs, software techniques such as
task re-executions must be deployed together with adequately
hardened processors to provide reliability. This leads to a huge
design space comprising of the hardening level of the processors
and the number of re-executions of each task in the system. Each
configuration in this design space represents a tradeoff between
processor load, reliability and costs.

The reliability comes at the price of higher costs due to higher
levels of hardening and performance degradation due to harden-
ing or due to re-executions. Thus, the tradeoffs between perfor-
mance, reliability and costs must be carefully studied. Pertinent
questions that arise in such a design scenario are — (i) how many
times a task must be re-executed and (ii) what should be hard-
ening level? — such that the system reliability is satisfied.

In order to evaluate such tradeoffs efficiently, in this thesis,
we propose novel framework that harnesses the computational
power of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). Our framework is
based on a system failure probability analysis that connects the
probability of failure of tasks to the overall system reliability.
Based on characteristics of this probabilistic analysis as well as
real-time deadlines, we derive bounds on the design space to
prune infeasible solutions. Finally, we illustrate the benefits of
our proposed framework with several experiments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Soft errors due to cosmic radiation effects are a major concern
in aerospace electronic systems. Even in mainstream embedded
systems, the aggressive shrinking of transistor sizes makes elec-
tronic devices increasingly prone to faults [6].

Hardening techniques can mitigate the probability of such er-
rors by improving the hardware. Commercial radiation-hardened
processors are available from various companies like Honeywell
[1] and Space Micro [2]. Recent advances in hardening have been
reported in several papers [13, 25]. While such hardware-based
techniques increase the resilience of the processing node against
soft errors, this comes at the price of slower executions and higher
costs.

An alternative way to achieve reliability is by using software
only methods like re-execution of tasks. However, with the in-
crease in error rates, software only approaches are not expected to
be enough. Moreover, re-execution of tasks also leads to perfor-
mance degradation due to heavy processor utilization. Hence, it
is expected that software-based techniques like task re-executions
must be used together with radiation-hardened processors in or-
der to provide a cost-effective reliable system [20].

Pertinent questions that arise in such a design scenario are

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

— (i) how many times a task must be re-executed and (ii) what
should be the hardening level? — such that the system reliabil-
ity is satisfied. In the context of a multi-tasking system where
several tasks are running concurrently on a processor, this leads
to a huge design space with several configurations. Each config-
uration corresponds to a hardening level of the processor and a
number of re-executions of each task in the system. In the con-
text of real-time systems, where the tasks must adhere to hard
deadlines, this design space exploration problem becomes even
more challenging. Each configuration in this design space rep-
resents a tradeoff between processor load/utilization, reliability
and costs.

In this thesis, our goal is to navigate the design space effi-
ciently and evaluate the tradeoffs between processor utilization,
reliability and costs. Thus, instead of presenting one solution
to the system designer, our goal is to present a set of solutions
where each solution presents a specific tradeoff between the three
objectives mentioned above. The designer can then choose one
or several of the solutions based on his/her design constraints
and preferences. Note that each solution would correspond to
a particular level of hardening of the processor and the number
of re-executions of each task. To conduct the design space ex-
ploration and evaluate the tradeoffs, in this thesis, we propose
a novel framework that leverages the computational power of
Graphics Processor Units (GPUs).

1.2 Overview of the proposed scheme:
A high level overview of our proposed scheme is illustrated in
Figure 1.1. At the heart of our framework, lies (i) a system-
atic probability analysis that connects the probability of fail-
ure of tasks to the overall system reliability (see Section 4.1.1)
and (ii) a schedulability analysis (see Section 4.1.2). At the first
stage (see Section 4.2.1) of our multi-layered design space explo-
ration framework, we exploit few mathematical characteristics
derived from our probability analysis. Essentially, we obtain up-
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per and lower bounds on the minimum and maximum number of
re-executions that are needed to achieve the specified reliability
level. In other words, we show that it is not necessary to evaluate
the configurations that are not within these bounds. Note that
these bounds are different for different hardening levels.

Then, in the reliability stage (see Section 4.2.3), we consider
all configurations that are within the bounds derived in stage 1.
For each configuration, we check whether the specified reliability
goal can be met with the number of re-executions in that config-
uration. This check is performed on the basis of our probability
analysis (Section 4.1.1). We discard all configurations that fail
to meet the specified reliability goal.

In the schedulability stage (see Section 4.2.2), we check whet-
her the configurations lead to schedulable solutions or not. In
other words, we check whether the tasks meet their respective
deadlines with the given number of re-executions. The schedu-
lability analysis is based on the widely used worst-case response
time analysis [8]. We extend it to account for task re-executions
(Section 4.1.2). Finally, only the schedulable and reliable design
points are retained by our framework, thereby revealing potential
solutions with tradeoffs among utilization, reliability and costs.
Note that we propose a suitable strategy to run reliability stage
and schedulability stage efficiently on the GPU, and we proposed
in 4.2.5 different scenarios to run these two stages.

1.3 Related work
Traditionally, the techniques of software-based fault-tolerance
and hardware hardening have been considered in isolation. Re-
cently, however, several papers [9, 11, 20] have identified the
drawbacks of this design paradigm. In line with this trend, we
focus on a synergistic hardware-software approach to address sys-
tem reliability.

Izosimov et al. [18] also considered the problem of select-
ing hardening levels and the number of tasks re-executions such
that the overall system reliability is guaranteed. However, there
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Figure 1.1: Overview of our proposed scheme.

are several differences with our work. First, we assume a dif-
ferent system model and unlike their assumption of static cyclic
scheduling, we assume fixed priority preemptive scheduling. Fix-
ed priority scheduling has garnered wide spread industrial sup-
port and several real-time kernels, operating systems and indus-
try standards provide support for fixed priority scheduling [28, 4].
Hence, our work is significant in this context. Secondly, we would
like to emphasize that the results returned by our framework are
optimal because we do not resort to heuristics. Rather, we find
optimal results by leveraging the power of GPUs to search the
design space in a smart and efficient way. Finally, in contrast
to the works cited above, we perform and multi-objective opti-
mization to find all the tradeoffs in the design space instead of
optimizing only the costs.

Our thesis is also in tune with other papers that reported re-
sults based on system failure probability analysis [16, 29]. Tanasa
et al. [29] focused on communication subsystem in automotive
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protocols and proposed a technique to compute the number of
retransmissions required to meet the reliability. Hence, their pa-
per addressed a very different problem from ours. On the other
hand, Huang et al. [16], focused only on software re-executions
along with hardware replication and they did not consider hard-
ening. Moreover, compared to both the above papers, we do not
use heuristics or meta-heuristics for design space exploration.

1.4 Why GPUs
Few years back, chipmakers realized that it was no longer feasible
to squeeze more transistors onto chips to obtain faster processors
because of tremendous heat dissipation. Hence, the trend in the
past decade has shifted towards building multi-core or many-core
multiprocessors. GPUs are specialized multi-core multiprocessor
targeted towards multi-media and gaming industry.

Modern day GPUs follow a highly parallel computational
paradigm, and are architected to execute hundreds to thousands
of threads in parallel. High-end GPUs, such as the NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 480 and ATI Radeon 5870, have 1.35 TFlops and
2.72 TFlops of peak single precision performance, whereas a high-
end general-purpose processor such as the Intel Core i7-960 has
a peak performance of 102 Gflops. Additionally, the memory
bandwidth of these GPUs is more than 5× greater than what
is available to a CPU, which allows them to excel even in low
compute intensity but high bandwidth usage scenarios.

With the advent of such powerful GPUs, we now imagine a
new paradigm of developing design automation tools that was
not possible few years back. Computationally heavy design au-
tomation problems like multi-objective design space exploration
problems are typically solved by deploying customized heuris-
tics and/or various meta-heuristics like evolutionary algorithms,
simulated annealing [3] and tabu search [14]. The use of such
methods, in spite of the fact that they lead to a sub-optimal so-
lution, is popular because it will take un-acceptable amount of
time to find the optimal solution. However, this assumes the use
of single-core CPUs or at most a handful of cores. In contrast
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to this, we want to show that it is might be possible to harness
the computational power of GPUs and find the optimal solu-
tion within acceptable time limits by traversing all points in the
design space. Using smart pruning strategies can give us even
further speedups. This is also attractive because nowadays most
laptops or desktops are equipped with commodity GPUs that de-
liver great performance at an attractive price-performance ratio.

However, GPUs have a different architecture and in most
cases require different optimization requirements compared to
CPUs. Parallelism exposed by the GPUs is often one to two or-
ders of magnitude higher than what is needed on modern multi-
core CPUs. As such, not all applications can be ported trivially
to GPUs and accelerated. Algorithms may have to be redevel-
oped from the ground-up such that they expose the huge paral-
lelism that the GPU needs to deliver a huge performance boost.
Following this trend, in this thesis, we inherently think in paral-
lel while the problem formulation that helps us to devise suitable
GPU strategies leading to tremendous performance boost and
moreoever, we guarantee the finding of the optimum solution(s).

Applications that have harnessed the computational power of
GPUs span across numerical algorithms, computational geome-
try, database processing, image processing, astrophysics, bioin-
formatics [24] etc. Of late, there has also been lot of interest
in accelerating computationally expensive algorithms in the elec-
tronic design automation community [10]. Our goal is to harness
the computational power of GPUs to navigate the design space
to compute the tradeoffs.



Chapter 2

Problem Definition

In this chapter we describe our system problem formulation.

2.1 System Model:
We consider that there are H hardened versions of the processor.
Each version is associated with a cost {Cost1, Cost2 . . . , CostH}.

We consider that a set of hard real-time tasks will run in a
preemptive environment on the processor. Let us denote the task
set as T = {τ1, τ2, . . . , τm} consisting of |T| tasks. Any task τi
can get triggered independently of other tasks in T. We assume
that priority ceiling protocol is used for resource contention [8].
Each task τi generates a sequence of jobs. Two successive jobs
of the task τi is separated by a minimum time interval Pi time
units. Each job generated by τi must complete by deadline of
Di time units since its release time. Throughout this thesis, we
assume the underlying scheduling policy to be based on fixed
priority. Thus, each job of a task τi is associated with a priority.
The set of higher priority tasks of a task τi is denoted as HPi.

The worst case execution requirement of any job generated by
τi depends on the hardened version of the underlying processor.
Let us denote the worst-case execution of a job of task τi on
the hardened version h as W h

i . There are various academic and
industrial tools available to compute the worst-case execution
times of programs [12] and we assume that they are given to us

7



8 Chapter 2. Problem Definition

as inputs.
For each task τi we assume that the process failure probability

phi on a hardened version h is known to us. Various techniques
based on fault-injection and analytical methods have been pro-
posed towards computing such probabilities [26, 27] and it will
not be the focus of this thesis.

We assume that the maximum probability of a system failure
due to faults on the processor in a time unit, ∆ is constrained by
γ. Given γ, we define ρ = 1− γ as the reliability goal. It repre-
sents the quantified performance level with respect to soft errors
which has to be met by the processor sub-system. This follows
from the international standard for functional safety of electronic
safety-related systems is IEC61508 [17]. The standard identifies
various levels of integrity or system reliability. For each level,
the standard constrains the permissible probability of system-
level failure in time unit, ∆, which is typically one hour.

2.2 Problem Statement:
Given the above system model, our framework provides as an out-
put a set of configurations {C1

1 , C
1
2 , . . . , C

H
1 , C

H
2 , . . .} that lead to

reliable and schedulable system, where Ch
l is the lth configura-

tion for the hth hardened version. Note that there can be several
configurations for one hardened version or there can be no config-
urations at all if no reliable and schedulable solutions exists. For-
mally, we denote a configuration as a set Ch

l = {kh1 , kh2 , . . . , kh|T|}.
Here, khi is the number of re-executions for task τi in the hth
hardened version of the processor. Note that 0 < h ≤ H.

2.3 Motivational Example:
We will explain our system model and problem statement with
the help of the following example:

As shown in Table 2.1, we have 8 tasks with the given charac-
teristics. The example consists of three hardened versions, where
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Hardening 1 Hardening 2 Hardening 3
WCET p WCET p WCET p Period

Task1 2 1.0·10−5 3 1.6·10−8 4 7.0·10−11 60
Task2 17 8.9·10−5 26 8.4·10−8 34 1.6·10−11 90
Task3 1 6.7·10−5 2 7.1·10−8 2 8.5·10−11 185
Task4 2 8.6·10−5 3 4.3·10−8 4 2.1·10−11 193
Task5 5 3.6·10−5 8 9.6·10−8 10 4.4·10−11 310
Task6 16 2.5·10−5 24 8.2·10−8 32 8.1·10−11 334
Task7 7 2.5·10−5 11 9.6·10−8 14 1.0·10−11 350
Task8 7 1.8·10−5 11 7.4·10−8 14 7.8·10−11 353
Cost 10 20 40

Table 2.1: Characteristic of the task model.

hardening 1 is a higher failure probability and hardening 3 is the
lower failure probability. With increasing hardening level, the
failure probability decreases; and this will affects the number of
re-executions that should be made by software to achieve the
reliability goal, which is equal to 1 - 10−5 in this example.

The worst execution time WCET increases with increasing
levels of the hardening due to the hardening performance degra-
dation, In this example we set performance degradation factor
to 100%. The deadline of the tasks is equal to their period. The
tasks is arranged in the table according to their priority from top
to bottom, where Task1 has the highest priority. Also the cost
will increase linearly as we increase the hardening level.

As we discussed earlier, we want to return a set of config-
urations that are reliable and schedulable. As we will show in
Chapter 5, there are two different approaches to bound the num-
ber re-execution. The first approach is period-driven approach.
In this approach we compute the lower bound based on relia-
bility factor and the upper bound of each task is its period(T)
divided by its worst execution time WCET. Since the configura-
tions which are lower than the lower bound will not be reliable
and the configurations above the upper bound will not be schedu-
lable. And the second approach is reliability-driven approach, we
compute the lower bound and upper bound based on reliability
factor. In this approach for the upper bound configuration is
reliable and no need to go further than this upper bound. More
details about this approaches will be in Chapter 4 and Chapter
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5. The lower and upper bound for the two approaches in Table
2.2 and Table 2.3, where kL is the lower bound and kU is the
upper bound.

Hardening 1 Hardening 2 Hardening 3
kL kU kL kU kL kU

Task1 1 30 1 20 0 15
Task2 2 5 1 3 0 2
Task3 2 185 1 92 0 92
Task4 2 96 1 64 0 48
Task5 2 62 1 38 0 31
Task6 1 20 1 13 0 10
Task7 1 50 1 31 0 25
Task8 1 50 1 32 0 25

Table 2.2: Lower and upper bound for the period-driven ap-
proach.

In the first approach the number of configuration that we
should test if its reliable and schedulable is 6970552826112 which
is huge number, while for the second approach is relativity small
and can reach a solution in shorter time, for example the num-
ber of configurations generated in the second approach is 21 con-
figurations (this example chosen to give this small number of
configurations for illustration reason, while the number of the
configurations can be very large). From Table 2.4, we can see
that only four configurations are reliable and schedulable and

Hardening 1 Hardening 2 Hardening 3
kL kU kL kU kL kU

Task1 1 2 1 1 0 1
Task1 2 2 1 1 0 0
Task3 2 2 1 1 0 1
Task4 2 2 1 1 0 0
Task5 2 2 1 1 0 0
Task6 1 2 1 1 0 0
Task7 1 2 1 1 0 0
Task8 1 2 1 1 0 0

Table 2.3: Lower and upper bound for the reliability-driven ap-
proach.
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k31 k32 k33 k34 k35 k36 k37 k38
C3

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3

2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C3

3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
C3

4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2.4: All reliable and schedulable configurations based on
reliability-driven approach.

those four configurations are in the third hardening level, while
the first two hardening levels there is no such configurations are
reliable and schedulable.



Chapter 3

GPU Programming

In the past, improving the running speed of the program was
depend on improving the CPU clock speed, which reached some
limit due to power consumption and heat dissipation. Recently
the processor vendors depend on increasing the number of core
per processor to enhance the performance. Many-core proces-
sors such as GPUs used in the beginning for graphics. Now, they
are used in non-graphic application, known as General-Purpose
computation on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU). Different
programming languages were developed to support GPGPU pro-
gramming. One of these languages is OpenCL (Open Comput-
ing Language) which suited for heterogeneous systems including
CPUs and GPUs from different vendors like NVIDIA, AMD, and
Intel, as well as platforms based on DSPs and FPGAs. NVIDIA
developed CUDA as a language that used GPUs in non-graphics
applications. Unlike OpenCL, CUDA is only restricted for using
GPUs from NVIDIA. In this thesis, we use OpenCL as program-
ming language for GPGPU and in this chapter we will give a
general overview for using OpenCL to program GPUs.

3.1 The GPU Architecture
GPUs serve as a co-processor to the host CPU. The architec-
ture consists of several compute units called Streaming Multi-
processors (SM). Each SM has an additional on-chip memory

12
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Control

Cache

DRAM

ALU ALU

ALUALU

DRAM

CPU GPU

Figure 3.1: Difference between CPU and GPU architecture

called shared memory or local memory which is user-manageable.
GPU-DRAM is the dedicated DRAM for the GPU in addition
to DRAM of the CPU. The device memory, excluding the local
memory is host accessible, i.e., the host can allocate memory,
move data to and from it and de-allocate the allocated memory.

From Figure 3.1 we can see the difference architecture be-
tween CPU and GPU. While the CPU concentrates on cache
and flow control, GPU employs more space for floating-point
calculations. The GPU is very powerful with problems that can
be data-parallel tasks, especially when there is much more arith-
metic operations than memory operations[22].

Many vendors are working together to standardize the Open-
CL framework, Khronos group are leading this way. A brief dis-
cription for different OpenCL models is discussed in this section
which based on the Khronos OpenCL Specification [15].

3.1.1 Platform Model

The platform model is represented as a host connected to OpenCL
devices. The host executes the code which is written in different
programming languages such as C, C++, Visual Basic or oth-
ers. The device receive the commands from host and executes
OpenCL code written in OpenCL C99 on processing elements
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within the device. The Platform model is explained in Figure
3.2.

Host

Compute Devices

P
ro

ce
ss

in
g 

El
e

m
e

n
ts

Compute Units

Figure 3.2: Platform model.

3.1.2 Execution Model

The execution model based on the execution of the kernel on
the OpenCL devices, where the kernel is known as device code,
a single instance of the kernel is called a work-item. The index
space of the OpenCL, also known as ND-range, can be decom-
posed into work-groups, and each work-group groups work-items,
so the work-item can be uniquely identified by its global ID or
by a its local and work-group ID. The work-items within a work-
group are executed together on one device and can share the local
memory and can be synchronized. While this local memory shar-
ing and synchronization can not happened between work-items
in different work-groups. The following example illustrate the
index space division (see Figure 3.3).

An OpenCL context is created in the host using OpenCL
APIs, this context will contains the set of OpenCL devices that
will be used by the host, kernels, program objects, memory ob-
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Figure 3.3: NDRange of work groups which contain several work
items.
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jects. The host communicate with the devices through the com-
mand queue by setting command to the command queue. Using
the command queue we can execute the kernels, transfer the data
to the device memory, retrieve the result back and synchronize
the execution of the commands.

3.1.3 Memory Model

In Figure 3.4 we can see that the OpenCL has different types
of memory; global memory, constant memory, local memory and
private memory. In global memory and constant memory the
work-items in all work-groups can access the memory, the local
memory can be accessed only by the work items within the work-
group while the private memory is specific for each work-items.
The private and local memory are faster than the global and
constant memory.

Work-item1 Work-item N

Private 
Memory 1

Private
 Memory N

Work-group 1

Local Memory

Global and Constant Memory

Host Memory

Work-item1 Work-item N

Private 
Memory 1

Private
 Memory N

Work-group N

Local Memory

Host

Device

Figure 3.4: Memory model.
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3.1.4 Programming Model:

In OpenCL we have two programming models, the first one is
the data parallel model where many work-items are running the
same kernel simultaneously, and each work-item has its own set
of data, and the second one is task parallel model where different
kernels are passing to the devices to run them in parallel.

3.2 Performance optimization:
Since our work environment is NVIDIA’s GPU, in this section we
discuss some performance guidelines which suggested by NVIDIA
[22, 21].

3.2.1 NDRange Optimizations

As we discussed earlier, the kernels are structured into work-
groups where each work-group may contain several work-items.
These work-groups are divided into hardware schedulable group
or work-items. NVIDIA calls this group as warp with size of 32
threads, while its defined as wavefront in AMD with size 64 work-
items (threads). The number of work-group that can be mapped
to the compute unit is depend on the available resources, and a
warp from other work-group can be mapped to the compute unit
to hide latency which may occur due to register dependency or
memory access.

Its important to keep device busy as much as possible, by
executing a new warps when one of running warp is stalled. The
term occupancy is used to find how effectively the device is being
occupied. Occupancy is measured as the ratio of active warps
per multiprocessor to the maximum number of warps can be
supported by the device.

Different reasons can stall the running warps and make the
multiprocessor idle. One reason is the register dependency, where
some operand of current instruction are results of executing a pre-
vious instruction. If we assume that arithmetic instruction take 4
clock cycles and the stall which result from register dependency
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24 clock cycles, then we need 6 warps to hide latency. If this
operand depending on global memory access where the latency
400 clock cycles, then the number of warps which needed to hide
latency is 100 warps.

The number of work-group and work-items are important
keys for occupancy. When choosing the number of work-group
it should be larger than the number of multiprocessors, so no
one of these multiprocessor is idle and if any of running warps
are idle then ready warps from other work-group can be sched-
uled, and the number of work-item per work-group should be
multiple of 32 (warp size) so work-group size modulo warp size
equal zero, which lead to no waste in the computation resource
on underpopulated warps. Notice that the occupancy does not
rely only on the number of work-items. For example, if the max-
imum number of active work-items per multiprocessor is 768,
then having a work-group with 512 work-items will only allow
one work-group (512 work-items) to run in parallel on the mul-
tiprocessor which result in 66% occupancy, while choosing 256
work-items per work-group will lead to have three work-groups
(768 work-items) running in parallel and reach 100% occupancy
since three active work-group can reside on the multiprocessor.

The availability of registers used by kernel affect the number
of warps on the multiprocessor, since all registers which required
by a work-group should be available. For instance, if a multi-
processor has 16384 registers, the work-group size is 256 and the
kernel need 16 registers, then 4 active work-groups which need
16384 registers can be on the multiprocessor, while if the ker-
nel require 17 registers then the possible active work-groups will
become 3 work-groups, since the 4 work-groups will need 17408
registers and that is not available.

Another factor can constraint occupancy is the local memory,
since the local memory is limited on each multiprocessor and it
can limit the number of work-groups which reside on the mul-
tiprocessor. For example, if the total amount of on-chip shared
memory per multiprocessor is 3020 bytes, each work-group us-
ing 1024 bytes from the shared memory, the maximum number
of work-items per work-group is 512 and the work-group size is
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128, then without the local memory constraint, we can have 4
work-groups reside on multiprocessor, but since each work group
consume 1024 bytes of local memory then we can only two work-
groups with 256 active work-items, while we can increase the
occupancy by setting the work-group size to 256, so we can have
two work-group with 512 active work-items and this lead to im-
prove occupancy.

Higher occupancy does not always mean better performance.
For instance, if it require a specific number of warps to hide la-
tency, then increasing this number will not improve performance.
However, a kernel with low occupancy lead to have more registers
than a kernel with high occupancy, which may reduce register
spilling. But having a low occupancy will lead to degradation in
performance due to inability to avoid memory latency.

3.2.2 Memory Optimizations

It is important to reduce the data transfer between host and
device due to the bandwidth factor, since the bandwidth between
them is very low compared to the bandwidth between device
memory and GPU.

Its important to combine many small transfers into one trans-
fer which minimize transfer overhead, such as allowing Asyn-
chronous transfers; instead of making each transfer alone we can
allow concurrent transfer between host and device which lead to
improve performance.

One of the high priority performance factor is coalescing glob-
al memory access, when accessing the global memory by work-
items of half warp are grouped in one transaction if the 16 words
are in the same segment of size equal to the memory transac-
tion size. For example, on a device with high capability, if 16
work-items are accessing a single 128 byte segment from global
memory, then a single transaction is done, even if this access
is misaligned, but if this 16 work-items are accessing 16 differ-
ent segments, then we need 16 transactions, which degrades the
performance.

Another factor that have a high effect on the optimization is
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using on-chip local memory. For example, NVIDIA local memory
has 100x lower latency than global memory, and it can be used to
avoid non-coalesced access to global memory. However, the local
memory is divided into banks, and the access of these banks can
be done simultaneously while we access different bank. However,
if bank conflict happen due to accessing the same bank, then
these accesses are serialized. So the local memory should be
designed in such way to avoid bank conflict.

3.2.3 Instruction Optimizations

Increasing instruction throughput leads to better performance.
The instruction throughput is defined as the number of opera-
tions per one clock cycle per multiprocessor. For example, its
better to avoid expensive operations such as divide and module
and avoid automatic conversion from double to float.

When work-items within a warp issue a flow control instruc-
tion such as if, switch or while, a divergence may occur, where
work-item in this warp follow different path which lead to se-
rialized execution path. So the controlling condition should be
written in such way the reduce the number of warps that get
diverge. Avoiding warps divergence lead to better instruction
throughput which affect performance positively.
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Proposed framework

4.1 Analysis Methods
Note that our design space exploration framework will find the
configurations that are reliable and schedulable. Towards this,
first, in this section, we describe our core analysis methods to
check reliability and schedulability of one configuration. Thus,
the analysis methods described in this section assume that the
number of re-executions khi , of each task τi and the hardened
version h, is known to us. Later on, in Section 4.2, we will relax
this assumption and discuss how our framework traverses the
design space to compute the number of re-executions.

Recall that we are also interested in computing three per-
formance metrics — reliability, costs and processor utilization.
The reliability is obtained directly based on our system failure
analysis and will be presented in Section 4.1.1. The cost repre-
sents the cost of the chosen version of the hardened processor
and are known from the system model. Finally, we note that
our schedulability analysis technique will return a ’yes’ or ’no’
answer. While we will retain the schedulable solutions, we are
also interested in estimating the processor utilization of such so-
lutions. We use the utilization because it represents the load on
the processor. Moreover, it can also be used as a guiding fac-
tor to decide frequency scaling. For example, if a processor is
utilized 40%, it might be possible to clock the processor at half
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the frequency while still meeting the deadlines. Of course, a for-
mal schedulability analysis would be still required but it can be
used as a guiding metric by the system designer. Note that the
schedulability analysis computes the worst-case response time of
the tasks. It is straightforward to extend our framework to eval-
uate metrics based on response time, instead of the processor
utilization.

4.1.1 System Failure Probability Analysis

To compare the system at hand with the given reliability goal
ρ, we are interested in computing the global success probability,
GP , i.e., the probability that all jobs of all tasks are successfully
executed. Given is the number of re-executions khi , of each task
τi and the hardened version h. Note that the system reliability
requirement ρ is specified over a time unit ∆, and thus, GP has
to be computed over time ∆ as well. If GP ≥ ρ, this would imply
that the system is reliable.

We also observe that GP must be computed for each hard-
ened version separately. In the following, we derive an expression
to compute GP for the hth hardened version.

The probability of one job of a task τi to encounter faults
in each of its executions (including the initial execution and the
following khi re-executions) is (phi )k

h
i +1 . Following this, the prob-

ability of one job of the task τi to have at least one execution
without faults is 1 − (phi )k

h
i +1. This calculation considers only

one job of the task τi. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the
system reliability is defined for a time unit ∆. During the time
interval ∆, the task τi occurs with a period Pi for ∆

Pi
times.

Considering all ∆
Pi

jobs of the task τi, the probability to have
at least one re-execution without fault for each job over a period
of time ∆ is:

PSi(k
h
i ) =

(
1− (phi )k

h
i +1

) ∆
Pi

(4.1)

Finally, considering all tasks and all jobs of the tasks within ∆,
Eq. 4.1 can be extended to obtain the overall success probability
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GP as:

GP =

|T|∏
i=1

PSi(k
h
i ) =

|T|∏
i=1

(
1− (phi )ki+1

) ∆
Pi

(4.2)

Thus, we can state the following.
Lemma 4.1.1 The probability that all jobs of all the tasks within
a time unit ∆ can be successfully executed at least once, where
each task τi has a probability of failure phi and is re-executed khi

times is given by GP =
|T|∏
i=1

(
1− (phi )

ki+1

) ∆
Pi

.

Note that the condition GP ≥ ρ must be satisfied for the system
to be reliable.

4.1.2 Schedulability Analysis

In this section, we present the schedulability analysis that we use
to check whether the real-time deadlines of the tasks are satisfied.
Our schedulability analysis is based on the worst-case response
time analysis technique [8] and we briefly recall this technique
here. We drop the superscript h for the sake of clarity without
any loss of generalization. Each task can be blocked at most Bi

units of time by a lower priority task due to the priority ceiling
protocol. The response time of a task τi is then expressed as
a sum of its worst-case execution time and the interference due
to higher priority tasks. The interference due to higher priority
tasks depends on the number of higher priority tasks that can
preempt the task τi. This depends on the response time of the
task τi itself. If the response time is ri, the number of higher
priority tasks are

⌈
rni
Ti

⌉
. Hence, the following equation must be

solved iteratively till rni = rn+1
i , when we would have found Ri =

rni as the response time for the task τi.

rn+1
i = Ci +

∑
j∈HPi

⌈
rni
Tj

⌉
Cj (4.3)

Below, we present our equation for response time calculation
in our context where a task τi needs to be re-executed for ki
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times.
rn+1
i = (ki + 1)Ci +

∑
j∈HPi

(kj + 1)

⌈
rni
Tj

⌉
Cj (4.4)

The task τi itself is re-executed ki times and hence, we have
kiCi as the new term. Similarly, each higher priority task τj that
preempts τi will also be re-executed kj times. Thus, we have also
adjusted this factor in our new equation.

We would like to mention that there are earlier works [7] that
have extended the worst-case response time calculation to study
fault-tolerant real-time systems. However, they assumed that
the task with the largest worst-case will be re-executed every
time there will be fault. In contrast, in our work, we associate
a possible re-execution with each task based on a systematic
failure probability analysis that was described above. Hence, we
propose appropriate worst-case response time analysis as in Eq.
4.4. Using the previously known equations [7] would lead very
pessimistic results in our case.

4.2 Design Space Exploration
As discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, our goal is to nav-
igate the design space to evaluate the tradeoffs between relia-
bility, utilization and costs for all possible combinations of task
re-executions and radiation-hardened versions of the processor.
We want to reveal these tradeoffs for those configurations that
are schedulable and reliable. Our proposed framework consists
of three major stages.

4.2.1 Stage 1

In the first stage, we bound the design space based on the re-
liability requirements. Specifically, we derive upper and lower
bounds on the number of times each task must be re-executed in
order to meet the reliability. These bounds are different for each
hardened version and thus, we obtain H pairs of bounds in total.
Let us consider hth version and derive the bounds corresponding
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to it.

Upper bounds: Now, we provide an upper bound on the num-
ber of re-executions. We define U(khi ), as the minimum value of
khi that satisfies PSi(k

h
i ) ≥ ρ1/|T|, where PSi(k

h
i ) is as defined

in Equation 4.1. We claim that the upper bound U(khi ) for each
task τi is such that if each task is re-executed at least U(khi )
times, then the reliability goal is satisfied.

Lemma 4.2.1 For each task τj in the task set T, if khj ≥ U(khi ),
the condition GP ≥ ρ is satisfied, where i 6= j and where U(khi )
is defined as the smallest value of khj which satisfies PSi(k

h
i ) ≥

ρ1/|T|.

This results is derived directly from the fact thatGP =
∏|T|

i=1 PSi(k
h
i )

(from Eq. 4.2) which means that if PSi(k
h
i ) ≥ ρ1/|T| holds true

then GP ≥ ρ must hold true.
It is important to note that if any task is re-executed less

than U(khi ) times then the bounds will not hold for the other
tasks as well. Of course, there are other possible upper bounds
apart from the ones we propose. In fact, it is enough for the
conditions PSi(k

h
i ) ≥ ρxi and x1 + x2 . . .+ x|T| = 1 to hold true.

All tuples of of k1, k2 . . . k|T| that satisfy such conditions will be
a safe upper bound in the sense that the reliability goal will be
satisfied. Note that we have proposed a new method to compute
the upper bounds and it is based on reliability goal. This is in
contrast to the bounds reported earlier [29] that were based on
the deadlines.
Lower bounds: We shall now bound the minimum number of
re-executions that are a must for each task in order to achieve
the goal ρ. Essentially, we find a lower bound L(khi ) on the
variable khi . We compute L(khi ) as the smallest value of khi which
satisfies the condition PSi(k

h
i ) ≥ ρ, where PSi(k

h
i ) is as defined

in Equation 4.1. We claim that any value of khi less than L(khi )
for any task τi will imply that the reliability goal ρ can not be
satisfied. Hence, we state the following.

Lemma 4.2.2 For a task τj, if khj is less than L(khi ), the condi-
tion GP ≥ ρ cannot be satisfied, irrespective of how the khi values
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are chosen for the rest of the tasks τi, i 6= j and where L(khi ) is
defined as the smallest value of khj which satisfies PSj(k

h
j ) =(

1− (phj )k
h
j +1

) ∆
Tj

≥ ρ.

This follows directly from the nature of products of sub-
unitary numbers. Since PSi(ki) is a sub-unitary number, we
note that the condition PSi(ki) ≥ ρ must hold true. Otherwise,
no matter how the rest of the sub-unitary numbers PSj(kj) for
j 6= i are assigned, the product will be always less than ρ. We
direct the interested reader to a formal proof [29].

Note, however, there might be several configurations that are
bounded by the upper and lower bounds and such configurations
might also satisfy the reliability. In fact, the total number of
configurations is exponential in the number of tasks in the sys-
tem. For each hardening level, we are interested in finding the
set of configurations that lead to reliable and schedulable solu-
tions. Hence, we now propose a suitable strategy to evaluate the
tradeoffs revealed by all the configurations that lie within these
bounds and we will do this for all hardening levels. In the next
two stages of our design space exploration, we run a pruning en-
gine on the GPU that evaluates the configurations to check for
reliability and schedulability, respectively.

4.2.2 Stage 2: Reliability Stage

In this stage we check whether a configuration leads to reli-
able solution or not. All possible configurations are first gener-
ated. Note that generating the configurations is straightforward
polynomial-time algorithm that runs in O(H × |T|2), where H is
the number of hardened versions and |T| is the number of tasks
in the system.

GPU Strategy: All such configurations are then transferred to
GPU device memory. Our goal is to check whether each config-
uration meets the reliability goal as given by Eq. 4.2. Since this
operation is same for all configurations, we exploit the SIMD
computational paradigm of the GPUs to compute and we let
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this run on GPUs. Each work-item in our GPU implementa-
tion checks for the reliability of one configuration. The results
are sent to the host where the configurations that are not reli-
able are discarded. The number of work-items will be at least as
number of configurations, so if we have WI configurations then
we will have at least WI work-items, and if the number of work-
items greater than the number of configurations, then the extra
work-items will not participate in the execution.

Algorithm 1 Reliability kernel.
Input: X,Fprob, Period,H, T, relibility,WI

X is the set of configurations within the bounds. Fprob and
Period are the arrays containing the failure task probability
and Task periods, respectively. WI is required number of
work-items.

1: gid← get_global_id()
2: if gid < WI then
3: check pattern’s hardening level
4: GP ←

∏|T|
i=1 PSi(k

h
i )

5: if GP >= relibility then
6: RelOutput(gid)← 1
7: else
8: RelOutput(gid)← 0
9: end if

10: end if

The Reliability kernel takes as input the following data: (i)
the period of the tasks, (ii) the failure probability of each task in
all hardening levels and (iii) all configurations of all hardening
levels. Each work-item has a unique global ID which is obtained
directly using the get_global_id() function to process one con-
figuration. The ith work-item will process the ith configuration.
Firstly, it checks the hardening level of the configuration and then
checks if it meets the reliability goal according to Eq. 4.2, and
stores the result on a global memory. After the kernel finishes
the execution the host will read the result from global memory
of the device and discard the unreliable configurations.
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4.2.3 Stage 3: Schedulability Stage

At this stage of our design space exploration algorithm, we per-
form schedulability analysis, i.e., we check whether all the tasks
will meet their respective deadlines.

GPU Strategy: Based on Eq. 4.4, we compute the worst-case
response time of each task. If the worst-case response time of
any task is greater than its deadline, then that configuration
leads to a unschedulable system and such a configuration will be
discarded. Note that in the previous stage we launched one work-
item per configuration on the GPU. Now, however, we launch one
work-item per task per configuration. Thus, each work-item in
the GPU computes the response time of a task corresponding
to a particular configuration, so the number of work-items WI
at least the number of configuration multiply by the number of
task.

Algorithm 2 Schedulability kernel.
Input: X,WCET, Period,H, T,WI

X is the set of configurations within the bounds. WCET and
Period are the arrays containing the worst-case execution
times and periods, respectively. WI is required number of
work-items.

1: gid← get_global_ID()
2: if gid < WI then
3: local_wceti ← WCETi {k = 0....n|T|∗hl} hl: number of

hardening levels
4: local_Periodi ← Periodi {k = 0....n|T|}
5: synchronize()
6: check pattern’s hardening level
7: calculate response time R using Eq. 4.4
8: if R <= deadline then
9: SchedOutput(gid)← 1

10: else
11: SchedOutput(gid)← 0
12: end if
13: end if
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The Schedulability kernel take as input the following data: (i)
the period of the tasks, (ii) the WCET of each task in all harden-
ing levels and (iii) all configurations of all hardening levels. Each
work-items get its unique global ID using the get_global_id()
function to process a task in each configuration. Firstly, the
work-item will check the hardening level of the configuration and
then compute the response time of that task according to Eq. 4.4.
Based on a comparison of response time with the deadline of the
task, the schedulability state of the task is updated in a data
structure in global memory. After the kernel finishes the exe-
cution the host will read the result from global memory of the
device and discard the unschedulable configurations. The host
will discard a configuration if there is any task in the configura-
tion that is not schedulable.

4.2.4 Performance metrics

In the following, we describe the various GPU-specific optimiza-
tion that we perform to enhance the performance on GPUs.

NDRange Optimizations: We configure the two kernels to
achieve highest occupancy possible. In our case, since we are
working on TeslaM2050, where we can have 1536 active work-
items, maximum 8 work-groups per multiprocessor, maximum
1024 work-items per work-groups, 32768 registers per multipro-
cessor and 32 work-items per warp. The best work-group size
can be 768, 512, 384, 256 or 192. In Schedulability kernel we can
reach 100% occupancy using any of previous sizes, since the reg-
ister and the amount of the local memory add no restriction into
the number of work-groups that can be run in parallel. While
in Reliability kernel, each work-item required 26 registers and
Tesla has 32768 registers, so the number of active work-item is
1260. For example, using 768 as work-group size is not a good
choice, which lead to only one work-group run in parallel which
give 50% occupancy, since launching two work-groups with size
768 will exceed 1260 work-items. Other choices such as 512 and
256 will give 66.6% occupancy. One of the best choices for the
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work-group size of the reliability kernel is 384 and 192, which will
give 3 work-group and 6 work-groups respectively run in parallel
and give 75% occupancy. We set our work-group size to 384.

Memory Optimizations: The kernels will be launched at least
once. If the number of configurations are huge, the device mem-
ory can not accommodate it. Then we divide the problem into
several parts and launch the kernel accordingly. In order to re-
duce the transfer overhead, the host will transfer the data re-
quired by the two kernels asynchronously, by allowing concurrent
transfer between host and device.

Accessing the global memory has high latency comparing to
the local memory, so one way to improve performance is by mov-
ing that data which accessed frequently to the local memory. In
reliability kernel we are not using local memory since the data
used by this kernel are not frequently accessed. While in Schedu-
lability kernel the period and WCET of the tasks are accessed
frequently, so moving them into shared memory gives better per-
formance.

In schedulability kernel adjacent work-items will access ad-
jacent memory locations in the global memory when read data
from the array that contains all configurations. This will mini-
mize the number of transaction from global memory which known
as coalescing access ( see Section 3.2.2). This coalescing does not
appear in the reliability kernel, since each work-item will process
one configuration instead of one element in each configuration.
This means that adjacent work-items will not access adjacent
memory locations in the reliability kernel.

4.2.5 Execution scenarios

The sequence of executing the reliability and schedulability ker-
nels plays an important role on the performance. To analyze
such impact we implement 3 scenarios. In all scenarios we exe-
cute the schedulability kernel first. This is because in reliability
kernel we execute one configuration by one work-item, since we
need to calculate the reliability of all tasks together within the
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configuration, and this can not done in parallel. While in schedu-
lability kernel we execute each task in each configuration by one
work-item in parallel, since the schedulability can be calculated
for each task independently and this calculation can be done in
parallel. Also as we discussed in the previous section the schedu-
lability kernel benefits from coalescing and shared memory, which
improves the performance. So, we believe, that the schedulabil-
ity kernel should be run before the reliability kernel. Here we
explain three different scenarios:

In the first scenario, after executing the schedulability kernel,
the host discards unschedulable configurations and transfer an
array that contains all schedulable configurations to the reliabil-
ity kernel. Thus, the reliability kernel runs on less number of
configurations. If all configurations are not schedulable, then we
do not launch the reliability kernel. This significantly minimize
the workload on the reliability kernel, but it comes with overhead
of transfer data between device and host.

The second scenario can be done by minimizing the amount
of data transferred into the reliability kernel. Instead of con-
structing and transferring the array that contains the schedula-
ble configurations, we send only an array that contains the index
of these configurations. The reliability kernel will use this array
to access the same array which used by the schedulability kernel
which contain all configurations.

The third scenario is to execute both kernels at same time
and get the result back to the host, and on the host we compare
the result from the two kernels and discard the unreliable and
unschedulable patterns. In this scenario both kernels accessing
the arrays which contain the all configurations at same time,
and we do not wait until schedulability kernel finish and transfer
a new data to the second kernel. This avoid the overhead of
transfer data between host and device. This parallel execution
for the two kernels can be done by enabling the out order of
execution for the queue that holding the buffers.
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Experimental results

In this chapter we present the experimental setup followed by a
discussion on the obtained results.

5.1 Experimental setup
We run our GPU implementation on NVIDIA Tesla M2050. Its
characteristics are shown in Table 5.1. NVIDIA GPUs are con-
nected to host via on-board PCI-express(16x) slot. The host
contain 2 CPUs Xeon E5520, with 8 cores in both of them with
clock rate 2.27 GHz. We compare our GPU implementation with
OpenMP multi-core implementation and the sequential imple-
mentation.

Compute capability 2.0
Number of stream multi-processors 14

Number of cores 448
Global memory bandwidth 148 GB/s

Device clock rate 1147 MHz
Device memory size 3 GB

Table 5.1: Some specification of NVIDIA Tesla M2050

5.2 Input generation
For our experiment, we generate a set of task following the UU-
niFast algorithm [5]. We generate unbiased utilization in the

32
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interval [0.5, 0.79]. Periods Pi are generated randomly in the
interval [1, 3000]. We assume deadlines of each task are equal to
its period. The worst execution time of each task is computed
as Ci = ceil(uiPi).

For the characteristics of the task related to probability of
failure, we followed the method in [18]. We consider five harden-
ing levels, with a randomly generated failure probability for each
task in the interval [2.1×10−9,2.4×10−5]. The system reliability
goal is set to 1 - 10−5. The hardening performance degradation
generated according to [18].

5.3 Results
As discussed in Section 2.3, there are two specific separate ap-
proaches to bound the design space.

The first approach is period-driven approach. In this ap-
proach we specify the minimum bound of task retransmission
based on reliability, since any configuration less than this bound
is not reliable (see Section 4.2.1). The upper bound is derived as
period of the task divided by WCET of the task (Pi/Ci). Any
configuration violating this bound will not be schedulable. The
problem with this approach is that the number of configurations
are large even for small number of tasks, and this will be shown
later in the experiment.

From Figure 5.1 we can see that running period-driven ap-
proach with 4 task it will give a huge amount of configurations,
and this number will increase as the number of tasks increase. We
can see from the figure that all GPU scenarios are 19× faster than
the sequential implementation, and 8× faster than the OpenMP
multi-core implementation. For a problem size of 6 and 8 tasks,
the sequential implementation did not complete even after 24
hours of running.

To avoid such large design space, we proposed the reliability-
driven approach, where the lower bound and upper bound de-
pend on the reliability as discussed in Section 4.2.1. This ap-
proach significantly reduce the design space as we will discuss
below, even up to 30 tasks could be managed by the sequential
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between sequential implementation
on CPU, OpenMP multi-core implementation and the GPU-
OpenCL implementation for “Period-driven“ approach.

implementation.
In Figure 5.2 we varied the number of tasks from 10 to 30

in steps of five. At each step, we generated 5 benchmarks. In
all benchmarks our GPU implementations were better than the
sequential implementation. For example, for 10 tasks the av-
erage speedup is approximately 3× faster than the sequential
implementation. While for 30 tasks the GPU implementation is
on average 49× faster than the sequential implementation. The
speedup increases with the number of tasks and the number of
configurations. For example, in step five of 30 tasks where the
number of configurations is 2013234956, the speedup is 54×. The
sequential implementation need to go through all of these config-
urations one-by-one, while the GPU will assign a work-item for
each configuration and execute them in parallel, which saves a
lot of time.

Also, we can see that GPU is performing better than multi-
core implementation in all cases except one. In the first bench-
mark with 10 tasks, the multi-core was slightly better than GPU
implementation. This is because the number of configurations
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are small, the execution speed for GPU can not hide the cost of
launch and transfer the data between the host and the device.
On the other hand, all other cases of GPU implementations are
better than the multi-core implementation. For example, with
15 tasks, the speedup on average is 7× faster, and with 25 tasks
the speedup is 8× faster. The reason for this speedup is that
in the multi-core we have only 2 CPUs with 4 cores in each of
them. While on GPU we have 448 cores and we can launch a
large number of work-items to execute in parallel.

Finally, we can see variation in the running times between
the GPU implementations. In Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) with 10
and 15 tasks respectively, scenario 3 performs better than the
other two scenarios. The number of configurations here are small
and can be managed by few launches for the kernels. There is
overhead due to data transfers between the host and device after
the schedulability kernel for scenarios 1 and scenario 2. This
overhead makes scenario 3 better than others.

On other hand, in Figure 5.2 (c), (d) and (e) for 20, 25 and
30 tasks respectively, scenario 2 and scenario 3 are better than
scenario 1, since the number of configurations are large. As we
discussed in Chapter 4, if the number of configurations are large,
then we need to launch the kernels several times due to the size
of the device memory. It happens that for some launches the
schedulability kernel find no schedulable configurations, which
lead to not execute the reliability kernel. This happens several
times for large number of launches. Hence, in scenario 1 and
scenario 2, a lot of time is saved by avoiding computation of the
reliability kernel. While in scenario 3 both kernels will be always
executed, and this execution is done serially, not in parallel.

As OpenCL support for NVIDIA GPUs is updated further,
in future, we expect that different kernels can be run in parallel
in NVIDIA GPUs. In such case, two kernels of scenario 3 would
be running in parallel. It will be interesting to compare scenario
3 versus scenario 1 and scenario 2 in such case.

Scenario 2 performs better than scenario 1, because of sce-
nario 2 will always transfer less data to the reliability kernel than
scenario 1, otherwise scenario 1 and scenario 2 are similar.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future work

We assume that appropriate error detection mechanisms [23, 19]
are being implemented. If the error detection flags an error then
the task is re-executed.

We would like to note that the response time analysis tech-
nique have been deployed by several design space exploration
techniques. In this thesis, we shown that a design space explo-
ration that relies on WCET computation can be significantly
speedup using GPUs. Our studies have shown that this speedup
depends on the execution scenario.

For future work, our thesis also opens up the possibility that
other schedulability techniques can be successfully accelerated
using GPUs. Also GPUs can be used to speedup the schedu-
lability analysis for other sophisticated task models. On other
hand, the OpenCL implementation can be extended to deal with
heterogeneous systems, more speedup can be achieved by using
multiple GPUs and CPUs.
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